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It allows the control of all 
systems at all times, inclu-
ding all sensors.

AeMission is a Flight Mana-
gement System, FMS.

App developed by
AEROLASER 

AePC uses removable SSD 
disks. 

A well organized and effec-
tive structure for data 
storage.

All sensors data are visuali-
zed in real time.

“Full control of all system sensors 
during data acquisition”

AeMission - Software 



AeMission

AEROLASER software

AeMission is an app developed by AEROLASER SYSTEM. It is a Flight Management System, and it helps the 
flight engineer have full control at all times of the whole system throughout the data acquisition. AeMission 
allows you to configure, parameterize, control and collect the data of each of the sensors in the system. Using 
AeMission no third-part software is required.

After loading the flight plan of the area to study, it presents all the information helping the pilot with the naviga-
tion, as well as all the parameters needed for the flight engineer.



On the left screen, the pilot screen is 
shown during the flight. It shows the 
height and the direction that the aircraft 
must take during the data acquisition 
flight. 

In real time, the data of all the sensors are displayed, also showing graphically the laser profile and the 
frames of the different cameras in use. All of the data is geo-referenced in the exact place of the shot; 
thanks to the inertial unit AeCU.

In the above image, the profile of the laser scanner is shown in red, to the right the images of the came-
ras at the same specific time and in the same position as the laser (camera 1: vertical RGB and camera 
2: oblique RGB). And at the top we see the route to follow and the profile of height that the flight must 
take with respect to the surface of the terrain.

In the image below we see the different parameters of each of the sensors that are being used in the 
referenced flight.

Pilot screen



On the left picture, the configuration screen is 
shown where you can modify the parameters of 
the Riegl VQ-480i laser scanner that was in use 
at the time of capture.

On the right image, the configuration is 
shown where you can modify the parame-
ters of one of the PhaseOne cameras that 
was in use at the time of capture.

Another important factor of this 
application is the cleaning and order 
that follows when the data is registe-
red in the AePC’s discs. All data 
collected are stored in a single 
project folder, and are sorted by 
session, sensor type, flight axis, date 
and time. This way, everything is 
saved with a clear and clean structu-
re, which streamlines later tasks of 
processes or file search. The disks 
used by the AePC are interchangea-
ble solid state disks, so the disk can 
be simply extracted from the compu-
ter and transported to the office.

Configuration of sensors in AeMission

Storage estructure
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